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Abstract
We will prove an S-arithmetic version of a theorem of Dani-Margulis on the convergence of
ergodic averages of a given bounded continuous function, when the initial point is outside certain
compact subsets of the singular set associated to the unipotent flow.
1 Introduction
The goal of this note is to prove a version of a theorem of Dani and Margulis in an S-arithmetic
context. In [2], Dani and Margulis proved the following uniform version of Ratner’s theorem:
Theorem 1.1. [2] Let G be a connected Lie group, and Γ be a lattice in G. Let U = (ut) denote
a one-parameter Ad-unipotent subgroup of G. Consider the data consisting of a bounded continuous
function φ : G/Γ → R, a compact set K ⊆ G/Γ, and  > 0. Then there exists a finite number of
proper closes subgroups H1, . . . ,Hk such that Hi ∩ Γ is a lattice in Hi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k, and compact
sets Ci ⊆ X(Hi, U), 1 ≤ i ≤ k, such that for every compact set F ⊆ K −
⋃k
i=1 CiΓ/Γ, for all x ∈ F
and T  0, the following holds: ∣∣∣∣∣ 1T
∫
[0,T ]
φ(utx) dt−
∫
G/Γ
φdµ
∣∣∣∣∣ < .
Here, and in the rest of the article, for a closed subgroups H and W of a Lie group G, the set
X(H,W ) is defined by X(H,W ) = {g ∈ G : g−1Wg ⊆ H}. It is clear that if H ∩ Γ is a lattice in H,
then for any g ∈ X(H,W ) the orbit WgΓ is included in gHΓ, which is a closed set carrying a finite
H-invariant measure. Such points are called singular points. The set of singular points will be denoted
by S (W ). The complement in G/Γ of the set of singular points is called the set of genetic points
and is denoted by G (W ). In [2], it is shown that if W is connected and generated by Ad-unipotent
elements, then S (W ) is the union of X(H,W )Γ/Γ, where H runs over all closed connected subgroups
of G, such that H ∩ Γ is a lattice in H, and Ad(H ∩ Γ) is Zariski-dense in Ad(H).
Perhaps one of the striking features of this theorem is that for the equidistribution up to an error
of size  to be achieved, only a compact subset of a union of finitely many singular sets need to be
removed. In other words, all but finitely many singular orbits behave as dense ones, for a given test
function φ and error tolerance . In [2], Dani and Margulis use this theorem to give asymptotically
exact lower bounds for the number of integer vectors in a given ball satisfying Q(v) ∈ (a, b), where Q
varies over a compact family of indefinite quadratic forms. In accordance with what was said before,
all but finitely many rational quadratic forms obey the asymptotic behavior for a given tolerance .
Note that G is an arbitrary (and not necessarily algebraic, or even linear) Lie group, and Γ does not
have to be arithmetic. The version of the theorem proven in this paper involves S-arithmetic groups,
which are sufficient for many applications. It turns out that in this setting, a more restricted class
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of algebraic subgroups can appear as the orbit closures. This class was introduced in [7] under the
name class F (see definition 2.4). To state the theorem we also need a substitute for the domain of
the unipotent flow (or S-adic time). The related definitions are given in Section 2.
Theorem 1.2. Let G be a k-algebraic group, G = G(kS), and Γ an S-arithmetic lattice in G, and µ
denote the G-invariant probability measure on G/Γ. Let U = {(uv(tv))v∈S |tv ∈ kv} be a one-parameter
unipotent kT -subgroup of G, and let φ : G/Γ → R be a bounded continuous function. Let K be a
compact subset of G/Γ, and let  > 0. Then there exist finitely many proper subgroups P1, . . . ,Pk of
class F , and compact subsets Ci ⊆ X(Pi, U), where Pi = Pi(kS), 1 ≤ i ≤ k, such that the following
holds: for any compact subset F of K −∪iCiΓ/Γ there exists T0 such that for all x ∈ F and T  T0,
we have ∣∣∣∣∣ 1λS(I(T))
∫
I(T)
φ(u(t)x)dλT (t)−
∫
G/Γ
φdµ
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ .
The general line of argument is similar to the one in [2]. There are a number of places in which
technicalities arise that need to be handled differently.
2 Preliminaries
In this section we will introduce some notation and recall a number of theorems from [7] that will be
used in this paper.
Let k be a number filed, i.e., a finite extension of Q, and let v be a valuation of k, and | · |v denoted
the associated norm. A standing assumption is this paper is that v is normalized, i.e. v(k∗) = Z. The
completion of k with respect to v is denoted by kv. The set of elements of x ∈ kv satisfying |x|v ≤ 1
is called the ring of integers of kv. Note that (kv,+) is an abelian locally compact group. The Haar
measure on (kv,+) normalized such that it assigns 1 to the ring of integers of kv is denoted by λv.
Let us mention in passing that kv contains a competition of the p-adic field Qp, where p = p(v)
is a prime when v is non-archimedean and p = ∞ when v is archimedean. Let S be a finite set of
normalized valuations of k containing the set S∞ of Archimedean ones. We write Sf = S − Sf , and
kT = ⊕v∈Tkv for any T ⊆ S. We will also denote by OS (or simply O) the ring of S-integers in k.
Likewise, given a subset T ⊆ S, we will fix the Haar measure λT =
∏
v∈T λv on KT . We also equip
KT with the supremum norm
‖(xv)‖ = sup
v∈T
|xv|v.
Throughout this paper, we will use bold upper scale letters (such G, P, etc.) for algebraic groups
defined over k. The kS points of these groups are denoted by the corresponding letter case (such as
G, P , etc.). Having fixed a k-algebraic group G, and a set S of places as above, we denote by Γ an
S-arithmetic subgroup of G. This means that Γ and G(OS) are commensurable subgroups of G(k).
When G/Γ is a lattice, we denote by µ the unique G-invariant probability measure on G/Γ.
The S-arithmetic analogue of Theorem 1.1 will naturally involve averaging φ(utx), where t ranges
over an S-interval. Let us give fix some definitions. For a subset T ⊆ S, let T = (Tv)v∈T ∈ (R+)T ,
and a = (av)v∈T ∈ kT . The T -interval centered at a of radius T is the subset of kT defined by
I(a,T) = {(xv)v∈T ∈ kT : |xv − av|v ≤ T(v), ∀v ∈ T}.
For a fixed v ∈ S and r > 0, we define the kv-interval
Iv(r) = {x ∈ kv : |x| ≤ r}.
Set T = (Tv)v∈S , where Tv is an integral power of v for v ∈ Sf and a real number for v ∈ S∞. Call T
an S-time. The magnitude of an S-time is defined by
|T| =
∏
v∈S
Tv
2
Note that λT (I(a,T)) = |T | for all a ∈ kT . We will also writem(T) = minv∈S Tv, where Tv is considered
as a real number. The set of all S-time vectors is denoted by TS . For T = (Tv),T′ = (T ′v) ∈ TS , we
write T  T′ if Tv ≥ T ′v for all v ∈ S. We write Ti = (Tv,i)v∈S → ∞ if Tv,i → ∞ for each v ∈ S.
For v ∈ Sf , assume that $ ∈ kv is such that v($) = −1. For an interval L = Iv(r), we will write
Lˆ = Iv($r), so that λv(Lˆ) = |$|vλv(L).
Remark 2.1. Let v be a non-archimedean place. The ultrametric property of the norm implies that
if b ∈ Iv(a, r), we have Iv(b, r) = Iv(a, r). This in particular implies that if J1 and J2 are two intervals
with a non-empty intersection, then J1 ⊆ J2 or J2 ⊆ J1.
We will need the following easy lemma.
Lemma 2.2. Let L1, . . . , Lr ⊆ kv be disjoint intervals. Then
r∑
i=1
λv(Li) ≤ λv(
r⋃
i=1
Lˆi).
Note that G(kv) is naturally embedded in G =
∏
v∈SG(kv). By a one-parameter kv-subgroup
Uv = {uv(t)} of G we mean a non-trivial kv-rational homomorphism uv : kv → G(kv). Let T ⊆ S
and for each v ∈ T , let Uv = {uv(tv) : tv ∈ kv} be a one-parameter unipotent kv-subgroup. Then the
direct sum uT : kT → G defined by uT ((tv)v∈T ) = (uv(tv))v∈T is called a one-parameter unipotent kT -
subgroup of G. One of the key properties of the unipotent subgroups is the non-divergence properties
of the unipotent flow that plays an essential role in the measure classification results for the actions of
these groups. The following S-arithmetic version of a quantitative non-divergence theorem will later
be needed in this paper:
Theorem 2.3 ([7],Theorem 3.3). Let G be a k-algebraic group, G = G(kS), and Γ an S-arithmetic
lattice in G, and µ denote the G-invariant probability measure on G/Γ. Let U = {uv(tv)|tv ∈ kv} be
a one-parameter unipotent kT -subgroup of G. Let  > 0 and K ⊆ G/Γ be a compact set. Then there
exists a compact subset K such that for any x ∈ K1 and any T -interval I(T) in kT , we have
1
λ(I(T))
λT {t ∈ I(T)|u(t)x 6∈ K1} < .
Definition 2.4. A connected k-algebraic subgroup P of G is a subgroup of class F relative to S if for
each proper normal k-algebraic subgroup Q of P there exists v ∈ S such that (P/Q)(kv) contains a
non-trivial unipotent element.
Let Γ be an S-arithmetic lattice in G. If P is a subgroup of class F in G then for any subgroup P ′
of finite index in P(kS), we have P ′ ∩ Γ is an S-arithmetic lattice in P ′. The following theorems have
been proven in [7].
Proposition 2.5 ([7], Theorem 4.2). Let M ⊆ kmv be Zariski closed. Given a compact set A ⊆M and
 > 0, there exists a compact set B ⊆ M containing A such that the following holds: for a compact
neighborhood Φ of B in kmv , there exists a neighborhood Ψ of A in kmv such that for any one-parameter
unipotent subgroup {u(t)} in GLm(kv), and any w ∈ kmv −W0, and any interval I ⊆ kv containing 0,
we have
λv{t ∈ I : u(t)w ∈ Ψ} ≤  · λv{t ∈ T : u(t)w ∈ Φ}.
We will also need the following theorem, which the S-adic analogue of Theorem 2 in [2].
Theorem 2.6. Let G be a k-algebraic group, G = G(kS), and Γ be an S-arithmetic lattice in G.
Let U (i) = {u(i)v (tv)|tv ∈ kv} be a sequence of one-parameter unipotent kS-subgroup of G, such that
3
u(i)(t) → u(t) for any t as i → ∞. Let xi → G/Γ converge to the point x ∈ G/Γ, and let Ti → ∞.
For any bounded continuous function φ : G/Γ→ R, we have
1
|Ti|
∫
I(Ti)
φ(u
(i)
t xi) dλS(t)→
∫
G/Γ
φ dµ.
Let us briefly sketch the proof of this theorem. The main ingredient of the proof is the quantitative
non-divergence theorem, whose S-adic analogue, Theorem 2.3, is proven in [7]. Arguing by contradic-
tion, one assume that there exists a sequence xi of points for which the statement is not true. Using
the density of the set of generic points, one can easily show that xi could be assumed to be generic
for ut. Also using the quantitative non-divergence, one can prove that there is no escape of mass to
infinite, and then one easily shows that the limiting measure is invariant under the action of ut. The
measure classification of Ratner will then finish the proof. For details, we refer the reader to [2].
3 S-adic linearization
LetP be a subgroup of class F inG. Using Chevalley’s theorem, there exists a k-rational representation
ρ : G→ GL(VP) such that NG(P) equals the stabilizer of a line in V spanned by a vector m ∈ V (k).
This representation and the vector m is fixed throughout this paper. Let χ be the k-rational character
of NG(P) defined by χ(g)m = g.m, for g ∈ NG(P). We denote N = {g ∈ G : gm = m} and
N = N(kS). We also set ΓN = Γ ∩ N and ΓP = Γ ∩ NG(P). The orbit map η : G → Gm ⊆ VG is
defined by η(g) = gm. Gm is isomorphic to the quasi-affine variety G/N and η is a quotient map.
Set X = {g ∈ G : Ug ⊆ gP} and let AP denote the Zariski closure of η(X(P,U)). Clearly X is an
algebraic variety of G defined over kS and X(kS) = X(P,U). It is not hard to show (see [7]) that
η−1(AP) = X(P,U).
It will be useful to consider the map R : G/Γ → VP defined as follows. For each x ∈ G/Γ, we
define
R(x) = {ηP(g) : g ∈ G, x = gΓ}.
For D ⊆ AP and for γ ∈ Γ, we define the γ-overlaps of D by
Oγ(D) = {gΓ : ηP(g) ∈ D, ηP(gγ) ∈ D} ⊆ G/Γ.
Finally, we set
O(D) =
⋃
γ∈Γ−ΓP
Oγ(D) ⊆ G/Γ.
Throughout this paper, we will use a number of properties of the overlaps. These are formulated
in the following lemma, whose proof is straightforward:
Lemma 3.1. For γ ∈ Γ and γ1 ∈ ΓP, and D ⊆ AP we have
1. Oe(D) = {x ∈ G/Γ : R(x) ∩D 6= ∅}.
2. Oγ(D) = Oγγ1(D).
In this section, we will use the same notation as above. For each subgroup P of class F relative to
S, we will denote IP = {g ∈ G : ρPmP = mP}. The proof of the following proposition is exactly the
same as the proof of Proposition 7.1 in [2].
Proposition 3.2. Suppose P is a subgroup of class F relative to S, and C ⊆ VP be compact. Assume
also that K ⊆ G/Γ is compact. Then there exists a compact set C˜ ⊆ G such that
pi(C˜) = {x ∈ K : R(x) ∩ C 6= ∅}.
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Proposition 3.3. Let P be a subgroup of class F relative to S and D ⊆ AP be compact. Let K ⊆ G/Γ
be compact. Then the family
{K ∩Oγ(D)}γ∈Γ
contains only finitely many distinct elements. Moreover, for each γ ∈ Γ, there exists a compact set
C˜γ ⊆ η−1P (D) ∩ η−1P (D)γ such that
K ∩Oγ(D) = pi(C˜k).
Proof. The argument for finiteness from Proposition 7.2. in [2] can be carried over verbatim to this
case.
Let us denote by E the class of subsets of G of the form
E =
r⋂
i=1
η−1Pi (Di)
where Pi are subgroup of class F and Di ⊆ APi are compact. For such a set E (together with the
given decomposition), we denote N (E) to be the family of all neighborhoods of the form
Φ =
r⋂
i=1
η−1Pi (Θi)
where Θi ⊃ Di are neighborhoods in VPi . We will refer to these neighborhoods as components of Φ.
We will now prove a theorem which is a stronger version of the theorem in Tomanov.
Theorem 3.4. Let K ⊆ G/Γ be compact and  > 0. Given E ∈ E , there exists E′ ∈ E such
that the following holds: given Φ ∈ N (E′), there exists a neighborhood Ω ⊇ pi(E) such that for any
one-parameter unipotent subgroup {ut} of G, and any g ∈ G, and r0 > 0, one of the following holds:
1. A component of Φ contains {u(t)gγ : t ∈ Iv(r)} for some γ ∈ Γ.
2. For all r > r0, we have
1
λT (T)
λT {t ∈ Iv(r) \ Iv(r0) : u(t)gΓ ∈ Ω ∩K } ≤ .
Proof. It is clear that we can assume that E = η−1P (C) and that E is S(v)-small. We will now proceed
by the induction on dimP. The result is clearly valid for dimP = 0. Let us assume that it is known
for all P with dimension at most n− 1 and that C ⊆ AP, with dimP = n. Applying Proposition 2.5
to the set C (as a compact subset of the Zariski closed set of AP), we obtain a compact subset D of
AP such that for a compact neighborhood Φ of D in AP, there exists a neighborhood Ψ of C in AP
such that for any one-parameter subgroup {ut} of GL(VP) and any w ∈ VP − Φ, and any interval
I ⊆ kv containing 0, we have
λv{t ∈ I : utw ∈ Ψ} ≤  · λv{t ∈ T : utw ∈ Φ}.
Note that since the set of the roots of unity in K is finite, we can choose D such that ωD = D for
every root of unity ω ∈ K. Note that D can be chosen to be S(v)-small. Now, let B = η−1P (D).
By Proposition 3.3 the family of sets {K ∩ Oγ(D)}γ∈Γ is finite, hence consisting of the sets
K ∩Oγj (D), for 1 ≤ j ≤ k. We assume that γ1 = e. Moreover, we can write K ∩Oγj (D) = pi(Cj) for
some compact subset Cj ⊆ B∩Bγ−1j ⊆ X(P∩γjPγ−1j ,W ). We claim that γj 6∈ ΓP for j ≥ 2. Assuming
the contrary, we obtain ρ(γj)mP = χ(γj)mP. Since χ(γj) ∈ O∗, we have η(bγj) = χ(γj)η(b) ∈ D.
SinceD is S(v)-small, we obtain that χ(γj) is a root of unity in k∗v . This shows that Bγj ⊆ η−1(D) = B,
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which is a contradiction to the choice of γj . This shows that for j ≥ 2, P ∩ γjPγ−1j is a proper
subgroup of P. Hence there exists a subgroup Pj of class F which is contained in the connected
component of P∩γjPγ−1j . Note that Pj is of dimension less than n, and Cj ⊆ X(Pj ,W ). We now set
Ej = η
−1
Pj
(ηPj (Cj)) and apply the induction hypothesis to obtain E
′
j ∈ E such that for any choice of
Φj ∈ N (E′j), we can find neighborhoods Ωj of Ej such that for any one-parameter subgroup (u(t))t∈kv
of G, g ∈ G and r > 0, we have
λv{t ∈ Iv(r) : u(t)gΓ ∈ Ωj ∩K } ≤ (/2k)r
unless there exists γ ∈ Γ such that {u(t)gγ : t ∈ Iv(r) is contained in a component of Φj . Set,
E′′ =
⋃n
j=2E
′
j ∈ E , and E′ = E′′ ∩ B. Consider Φ ∈ N (E′). This shows that the there exists a
neighborbood Ω′ of pi(E′′) such that for any one-parameter unipotent subgroup {u(t)}t∈kv , and every
g ∈ G and r0 > 0, we have
λv(t ∈ Iv(r0) : t(t)gΓ ∈ Ω′ ∩K } ≤ r
2
unless {u(t)gγ : t ∈ Iv(r0)} is in a component of Φ for some γ ∈ Γ.
Set K1 = K − Ω′, and choose a compact subset K ′ ⊆ G such that pi(K ′) = K1. Let Φ1 be a
neighborhood of D in V such that η−1P (Φ1) ⊆ Φ and O(Φ1) ∩K1 = ∅. Since D is S(v)-small, we can
clearly choose Φ1 to be S(v)-small. Note that since ρ(u(t)) is a one-parameter unipotent subgroup of
GL(V ), and ηP(C) is of relative size less than /4 in D, we can find a neighborhood Ψ of C in V
satisfying
λv({t ∈ Iv(r) : ρ(u(t))v ∈ Ψ}) ≤ 
4
λv({t ∈ Iv(r) : ρ(u(t))v ∈ Φ1}),
for all v ∈ V − Φ1, r > 0 and unipotent subgroups {u(t)}t∈kv . Let Ω = pi(ηP(Ψ)) ⊆ G/Γ. Assuming
that (1) does not hold for g ∈ G, a one-parameter subgroup {u(t)}t∈kv , and r0 > 0. This implies that
for every γ ∈ Γ, there exists t ∈ Iv(r0) such that u(t)gγ ∈ G−Φ. For q ∈M, we consider the following
sets:
J1(q) = {t ∈ Iv(r)− Iv(r0) : ρ(u(t)g)q ∈ Φ1}.
J2(q) = {t ∈ Iv(r)− Iv(r0) : ρ(u(t)g)q ∈ Ψ, pi(u(t)g) ∈ K1}.
Note that J1(q) is an open subset of kv and is hence a disjoint union of intervals. We will also define
J3(q) ⊆ J1(q) as follows: if v is an archimedean place, then J3(q) consists of those t ∈ J1(q) such that
for some a ≥ 0, we have [t, t + a] ⊆ J1(q) and pi(u(t + a)g) ∈ K1. If v is a non-archimedean place,
then J3(q) consists of those t ∈ J1(q) such that there exists an interval J ⊆ kv containing t and t′ ∈ J
such that pi(u(t′)g) ∈ K1. Clearly J3(q) is open in kv, and is hence a disjoint union of intervals. We
first make the following claim:
Claim: J3(q1) ∩ J3(q2) = ∅ for q1,q2 ∈M, unless q2 = ωq1 for some root of unity ω ∈ K∗.
In the archimedean case, if t ∈ J3(q1)∩J3(q2), then there exists a ≥ 0 such that [t, t+a] ⊆ J1(q1)∩
J1(q2) and pi(u(t + a)g) ∈ K1. If qj = η(γj) for j = 1, 2, then η(u(t + a)gγ1) = η(u(t + a)gγ2) ∈ Φ1,
we will have q1,q2 ∈ O(Φ) ∩K1 = ∅, unless γ−11 γ2 ∈ ΓP, which implies that q2 = ωq1.
In the non-archimedean case, if t ∈ J3(q1) ∩ J3(q2), then t ∈ J1(q) and there exist intervals
J(q1), J(q2) ⊆ kv containing t and t′1 ∈ J(q1) and t′2 ∈ J(q2) such that pi(u(t′1)g), pi(u(t′2)g) ∈ K1.
Note that since J(q1) and J(q2) intersect one contains the other, hence, without loss of generality,
we can assume that t′1 ∈ J(q1) ∩ J(q2), and pi(u(t′1)g) ∈ K1. The rest of the argument is as in the
archimedean case.
Let L1 be the family of those components L = Iv(a, r1) of J1(q) such that L ∩ Iv(r0) = ∅, and L2
the rest of components. Note that Lˆ 6⊆ Iv(r0). This implies that
λv(Lˆ ∩ J2(q)) ≤ λv(Lˆ ∩ J3(q)).
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From here and using the above claim we have∑
L∈L1
λv(Lˆ ∩ J2(q)) ≤
∑
L∈L1
λv(Lˆ ∩ J3(q)) ≤ λλv(Iv(r)− Iv(r0)).
We now claim that ∑
L∈L2
λv(L) ≤ λv(Iv(r)).
In fact, if L ∈ L2, then either L ⊆ Iv(r0) or Iv(r0) ⊆ L. If Iv(r0) ⊆ L for some L ∈ L2, then since
components are disjoint, L2 has precisely one element and the result follows. So, assume that for each
L ∈ L2, we have L ⊆ Iv(r0). Then the disjointness of components imply that∑
L∈L2
λv(L) ≤ λv(Iv(r0)).
Proposition 3.5. Let G be a k-algebraic group, G = G(kS), and Γ an S-arithmetic lattice in G. Let
U be a one-parameter unipotent subgroup of G. Assume that P1, . . . ,Pk are subgroups of class F for
1 ≤ i ≤ k, and let Di be a compact subset of APi , and Θi be a compact neighborhood of Di in VPi. For
a given compact set K ⊆ G/Γ, there exists P′1, . . . ,P′k of class F and compact subsets D′i be a compact
subset of AP′i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, such that for any compact set F ⊆ K −
⋃k
i=1(η
−1
Pi
(Di)∪ η−1P′i (D
′
i))Γ/Γ, there
exists T0 such that for any g ∈ G with gΓ ∈ F , and 1 ≤ i ≤ k, there exists t ∈ B(T0) such that
utg 6∈ η−1Pi(Θi).
Proof. The proof of this proposition is very similar to the proof of Proposition 8.1. in [2]. Let us
denote by IP consists of g ∈ G with g.mP = mP. We first claim that there exists a subgroup P′ of
class F such that X(IP, U) ⊆ X(P′, U). In fact, let P′ be the smallest connected algebraic subgroup
of G which contains all the unipotent elements of IP. Note that since P′ is generated by unipotent
subgroups, we have Xk(G) = {1}, where Xk(G) denotes the group of characters of G defined over k.
It follows from Theorem 12.3. of [4] that G′∩Γ is a lattice in G′. We can now show that G′ is of class
F . Let P′1, . . . ,P′k be chosen as above such that X(IPi , U) ⊆ X(P′, U) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k. We will also
define
Qi = {w ∈ Θi : ρPi(ut)w = w, ∀t}.
Using Proposition 3.2, we can find compact subsets Ci ⊆ −1Pi (Qi), 1 ≤ i ≤ k such that
pi(C˜i) = {x ∈ Qi : R(x) ∩ Ci 6= ∅}.
This implies that Ci ⊆ X(Pi, U). Consider the compact sets D′i = ηP′i(Ci) ⊆ AP′i and assume that F
is a compact subset of K − pi(⋃ki=1(η−1Pi (Di) ∪ η−1P′i (D′i)) is given. Find a compact subset F ′ ⊆ G such
that F = pi(F ′). From the fact that ρPi(Γ)mPi is a discrete subset of VPi , it follows that there are
only finitely many γ ∈ Γ such that ηPi(γ) ∈ ρPi(F ′)−1Θi for some 1 ≤ i ≤ k. It thus suffices to show
that for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k and γ ∈ Γ, for all large enough T the set Θi ∩ ρPi(ui)(Θi ∩ ρPi(F ′γ)mPi) = ∅.
Note that ρPi(F
′γ)mPi ∩Θi is a compact subset of VPi which does not contain any fixed point of the
flow ρPi(ut). Since ρPi(ut) is a unipotent one-parameter subgroup of GL(VPi) the result follows.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. For a bounded continuous function φ defined on G/Γ, the one-parameter unipo-
tent group (ut) and time box T, and x ∈ G/Γ, we define
∆(φ, ut, x,T) =
∣∣∣∣∣ 1λT (I(T))
∫
I(T)
φ(utx)dλT (t)−
∫
G/Γ
φdµ
∣∣∣∣∣ .
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Let us consider the above statement with S replaced by T ⊆ S everywhere. We will prove the statement
first for the case |T | = 1. Then we will show that if the statement holds for T1 and T2, then it must also
hold for T1∪T2. Let us start with the case T = {v} for some v ∈ S. We argue by contradiction. Assume
that the statement of the theorem is not true. This implies the existence of a bounded continuous
function φ : G/Γ → R, a compact subset K1 ⊆ G/Γ, and  > 0 such that for any proper subgroups
P1, . . . ,Pk of class F , and any compact subsets Ci ⊆ X(Pi, U), where Pi = P(kS), 1 ≤ i ≤ k, there
exists a compact set F of K −∪iCiΓ/Γ such that for all T0 > 0, there exists T with m(T) > T0, and
x ∈ F such that
∆(φ, ut, x,T) > .
Without loss of generality, we can assume that φ has a compact support, and ‖φ‖ ≤ 1. There
exists a compact subset K ⊆ G/Γ such that for all x ∈ K1 and T, we have
(1) λT {t ∈ I(T) : utx 6∈ K } < 1
3
λT (I(T)).
We can now apply to construct an increasing sequence Ei ⊆ Ei+1 in E such that
1. The family {Ei}i≥1 exhausts the singular set of U , i.e.,
⋃∞
i=1Ei = S (U).
2. For each i ≥ 1, there exists an open neighborhood Ωi ⊃ EiΓ/Ei such that for any compact set
F ⊆ K − Ei+1Γ/Γ, there exists Ti+1 such that for all x ∈ F and T  T′i we have
(2) λT {t ∈ I(T) : utx ∈ Ωi ∩K } ≤ 1
4i
λT (I(T)).
For i ≥ 1, write K ∩ pi(Ei) =
⋃
pi(Cj) for some compact sets Cj ∈ X(Pj , U), 1 ≤ j ≤ k. As we
are arguing by contradiction, we can find a compact subset Fi ⊆ K1 − pi(Ei+1) such that for each T0
there exists x ∈ Fi and T ≥ T0 such that ∆(φ, ut, x,T) > . Without loss of generality, assume that
|T1| ≤ |T2| ≤ · · · . This implies that there exists xi ∈ Fi and σi such that ∆(φ, ut, xi, σi) > . From (1)
and (2), we obtain for each j ≥ 1, a time tj ∈ I(Tj) such that utjxj ∈ K −
⋃j
i=1 Ωi. This implies that
∆(φ, ut, σj , yj) ≥ − 2 |Tj ||σj | ≥

3
.
As yj ∈ K and K is compact, there exists a limit point y ∈ K . By construction, y 6∈ Ωj for all j ≥ 1.
This shows that y is not a singular point for U . Now, we can apply Theorem 2.6 to the convergent
subsequence of {yj} and the corresponding subsequence of σi, to obtain a contradiction. Let us now
turn to the general case. Assume that the statement is known for T1, T2 ⊆ S, and T1 ∩ T2 = ∅. We
write U1 = (uv(tv))v∈T1 and U2 = (uv(tv))v∈T2 . Note that there exists a compact subset K1 ⊆ G/Γ
such that for all x ∈ K and any interval I(T) ⊆ KTj , j = 1, 2, we have
1
λj(I(T))
λj {t ∈ I(T) : uj(t) ∈ K1} ≥ 1− /16.
Here, we have used the shorthands u1(t) = (uv(tv))v∈T1 and dλ1 for the Haar measure on
∏
v∈T1 kv.
By the induction hypothesis, there exist finitely many proper subgroups P1, . . . ,Pk of class F , and
compact subsets Ci ⊆ X(Pi, U1), where Pi = Pi(kS), 1 ≤ i ≤ k, such that the following holds: for any
compact subset F of K1 − ∪iCiΓ/Γ there exists T0 such that for all x ∈ F and T with m(T) > T0,
we have ∣∣∣∣∣ 1λ1(I(T))
∫
I(T)
φ(u1(t)x)dλ1(t)−
∫
G/Γ
φdµ
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 16 .
Since CiΓ/Γ ⊆ G/Γ has measure zero, we can choose neighborhoods Ni of CiΓ/Γ of measure at
most /16k. Now, let φi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k be a continuous function such whose restriction to Ui is 1, and
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∫
G/Γ φi < /8k. By applying the induction hypothesis to φ1, . . . , φk, we can find finitely many proper
subgroups Q1, . . . ,Ql of class F , and compact subsets Di ⊆ X(Qi, U2), where Qi = Qi(kS), 1 ≤ i ≤ l,
such that the following holds: for any compact subset F of K − ∪iDiΓ/Γ there exists T1 such that
for all x ∈ F and T2 with m(T2) > T1, we have∣∣∣∣∣ 1λ2(I(T))
∫
I(T)
φi(u2(t)x)dλ2(t)−
∫
G/Γ
φidµ
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 16k , 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
Since φi(x) = 1 for all x ∈ Ui, we obtain
λ2
{
t2 ∈ I(T2) : u2(t2)x ∈
k⋃
i=1
Ni
}
≤ 
16
.
Let A = {t2 ∈ I(T2) : u2(t2)x ∈ K1}. Note that by the choice of K1, we have
λ2(A) ≥ (1− /16)λ2(I(T2)).
Combining the last two equations, we obtain
λ2
{
t2 ∈ I(T2) : u2(t2)x ∈ K1 −
k⋃
i=1
Ni
}
≥ 1− 
8
.
Since K1 −
⋃k
i=1Ni is a compact subset of K1, disjoint from
⋃k
i=1CiΓ/Γ, we have there exists T2
such that for all x ∈ K1 −
⋃k
i=1Ni and T with m(T) > T2, we have∣∣∣∣∣ 1λ1(I(T1))
∫
I(T1)
φ(u1(t)x)dλ1(t)−
∫
G/Γ
φdµ
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 16 .
Let us now consider
1
λ(I(T))
∫
I(T)
φ(u(t)x)dλ(t) =
1
λ1(I(T1))
1
λ2(I(T2))
∫
I(T1)×I(T2)
φ(u1(t1)u2(t2)x)dλ2(t1)dλ1(t2).
Combining the last two inequalities show that∣∣∣∣∣ 1λ(I(T))
∫
I(T)
φ(u(t)x)dλ(t)−
∫
G/Γ
φ
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 4 .
It follows that the union X(Pi), U), X(Qj , U) will satisfy the conditions of the theorem.
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